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“People, do not be fooled. It is a confrontation between
the powerful elites, namely the Financial, Military, IT,
Media, Pharma Complex (FMIMPC) and the We the People,
namely Humanity acting Worldwide at the Grassroots of

Society.”

 

Beyond Orwell’s 1984, 5G and the Launching of 6G: “Easy to
Take  Down  a  Society  that  Is  Digital”.  UNCTAD  Attempts
Accomplishing  this  Doom  Scenario

by Peter Koenig, Global Research
November 19, 2023

 

“Hell is Empty and the Devils are All Here”. 
~ William Shakespeare, “The Tempest”, 1623

Peter Koenig’s Contemporary Analysis of “The Tempest
2020-2030”
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From 5G to 6G

We, the People, are in a race against the Globalists committed
to Depopulation; control the survivors, exploit us, dehumanize
us,  and  ultimately  digitize  us,  so  that  we  can
be  remotely  controlled  by  5G;

And, now, just “launched” by China, 6G. See China launches
ultra-high-speed  next-generation  Internet  backbone  –  SHINE
News.

 Incidentally,  has  the  health  impact  of  6G  been  studied?
Maybe. But nobody divulges the results.

This is how Qualcomm describes 5G:

5th generation mobile network. It is a new global wireless
standard after 1G, 2G, 3G, and 4G networks. 5G enables a new
kind of network that is designed to connect virtually everyone
and  everything  together  including  machines,  objects,  and
devices. See this.

Nobody  has  openly  spoken  about  the  health  impact  of  5G,
though,  that  has  been  studied.  Yet,  the  studies  are  not
revealed to the public.

Beyond George Orwell’s 1984 

There is “guessing”; and scientists who come forward with the
truth depicting the impact caused on wildlife and humans by
these  ultra-microwaves,  are  most  often  labeled  “conspiracy
theorists.” 

This is the “shut-up” phrase for everything the mainstream,
the Cabal, the Matrix, the Globalists do not want the public
to know. We are way beyond George Orwell’s “1984.”

The 6th Generation Mobile Network or 6G is about 100 times
faster, more powerful, than 5G. It will be able to digitize
everything. 

https://www.shine.cn/news/nation/2311132007/
https://www.shine.cn/news/nation/2311132007/
https://www.shine.cn/news/nation/2311132007/
https://www.google.com/search?q=what+is+5g+stand+for&oq=what+is+5G+stand+fo&gs_lcrp=EgZjaHJvbWUqCwgAEAAYDRgTGIAEMgsIABAAGA0YExiABDIGCAEQRRg5MgoIAhAAGBMYFhgeMgwIAxAAGAgYDRgTGB4yDAgEEAAYCBgNGBMYHqgCALACAA&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


This is what RantCell has to say about 6G:

It is Operating at terahertz frequency bands, 6G will deliver
a peak data rate of 1,000 gigabits/s having air latency less
than 100 microseconds. When we talk about 5G vs 6G network
speed, 6G speed is expected to be 100 times faster than 5G
with  enhanced  reliability  and  wider  network  coverage.
See  this.  

We, the People, are in a race – life against death. If we wake
up and counteract, the Globalist’s, namely the project of the
diabolical  protagonists  of  UN  Agenda  2030  and  The  Great
Reset will “be doomed”.

But if we keep letting us being duped, We, the People, “Will
go to Hell”.  

This is the reason why the entire UN system is desperate to
get the world digitized. The faster the better so, there may
be not enough time for We, the People, to wake up in masses to
take our world, our lives back before it is too late.

The Financial, Military, IT, Media, Pharma Complex Nominates
UNCTAD  

Therefore, the United Nations, the political body under full
control of the Globalist Cabal (openly led by Washington), but
really, by the powerful Financial, Military, IT, Media, Pharma
Complex  (FMIMPC),  has  nominated  one  of  its  under-agents,
the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) as the
flag-carrier – at least for now – for the deadly onslaught of
All-Digitization.

UNCTAD –in blatant derogation of its historical mandate on
behalf  developing  countries,  namely  the  Global  South–,
will level the playing field, as the saying goes, on behalf of
the entire UN System by announcing in a Press Release in
Geneva on 15 November 2023, its e-Week from 4 to 8 December
2023, in a major revamp of its annual e-Commerce Week series

https://www.rantcell.com/how-is-6g-mobile-network-different-from-5g.html#:~:text=Faster%20than%205G%20technology&text=Operating%20at%20terahertz%20frequency%20bands,reliability%20and%20wider%20network%20coverage


which began in 2016.

UNCTAD’s Secretary-General, Rebecca Grynspan said,

“The  digital  economy  plays  a  critical  role  in  advancing
development goals at all levels. Through inclusive and multi-
stakeholder  discussions,  we  can  together  build  a  global
digital future that works for all.” 

UNCTAD’s infamous e-Week is called

“UNCTAD e-Week 2023 to Mobilize Global Support for a More
Inclusive Digital Economy.”

Sub-titled:

“More than 3,000 stakeholders from 130 countries will examine
how  to  turn  digital  opportunities  into  shared  development
gains and close existing divides for a sustainable future.”

The text of the Press Release abounds in sloganism, niceties
and “noneties” (senseless talk for the “sold to the system
gnomes”).

For example…. 

“The  Conference  is  themed  for  “Shaping  the  Future  of  the
digital economy”. The topics will feature over 150 sessions
focused on tackling pressing issues related to digitalization.
Key  topics  will  range  from  platform  governance,  the
development  impact  of  artificial  intelligence  (AI),  eco-
friendly  digital  practices,  to  empowering  women  through
digital entrepreneurship and accelerating digital readiness in
developing countries.”

This intro-phrase hardly misses one of meaningless globalist
jargons, that are now current and circulate in the minds of
people, without them giving a second thought of what they
really mean. 



Wait a minute, they forgot the term “sustainable”. Surely, it
will appear later in the text.

UNCTAD and the “Digital Playing Field”

Very Important Persons (VIP) attending. They also talk about
several high-level speakers like Amandeep Sing Gill, the UN
Secretary  General’s  Envoy  on  Technology;  Nizar  Ben  Neji,
Tunisa’s minister of communication and technologies; as well
as Henry Puna, Secretary General of the Pacific Islands Forum;
and many more IT-VIPs.

The AI Potential. They are not missing out on Tapping the
Artificial Intelligence (AI) potential, reminding the world
that  time  is  of  the  essence  as  the  world  navigates
uncertainties surrounding emerging technologies, including the
rapid uptake of AI, which is increasingly revolutionizing the
digital economy.

It  is  clear  –  our  future,  the  People’s  future,  is  being
planned  as  a  digital  future.  And  that,  without  any
consultation. The UN body and those who pull its strings are
planning to decide for We, the People. But only if we let
them.

Leveling the digital playing field will concentrate on the
massive data flows from the digital economy, call for global
governance  responses  to  market  concentration  and  unequal
distribution of benefits. 

They  say  that  over  70%  of  the  global  digital  advertising
revenue goes to just five digital platforms.

So, what are they planning to do about it? Nothing. Because
these  five  digital  platforms  control  already  the  world
– Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, Meta and Microsoft. These behemoths
control about 9 trillion dollars-worth of IT communication.
And now add “X” (former Twitter) and the horizon for change
looks ultra-bleak, especially not by a minor UN body, called



UNCTAD. 

This is by far not all.

On the agenda also is another slogan: Harnessing the digital
promise,  which  predicts  and  promises  that  the  data-driven
digital economy holds vast potential for countries to spur
economic growth, foster innovation and reduce geographic and
physical barriers to inclusive development.

Here is the final icing on the cake:

Digitalization for development – the UNCTAD e-Week platform
for  constructive  and  inclusive  dialogue  is  to  generate
insights  and  actions  that  can  feed  into  global  efforts,
particularly the ongoing UN Global Digital Compact, aimed at
catalyzing an open, free, and secure digital future for all,
leading up to the UN’s 2024 Summit of the Future.

And  for  all  of  that,  they  need  Stronger
partnerships; especially with multiple global crises unfolding
on geopolitical, economic and climate fronts, countries must
make  critical  decisions  to  chart  digitalization  paths
for  equitable  and  sustainable  development.

They  may  be  talking  about  the  unethical  and  illegal  2019
compact between Klaus Schwab’s World Economic Forum (WEF) and
the United Nations as well as the wantonly man-made worldwide
wars and conflicts, chaos, and killings, just to keep the
population at bay, confused and distracted. 

This completes the sloganism: Equitable and sustainable is not
forgotten.

“Taking Down a Society That Is Digital”

When reading between the lines and beyond the slogans and
digital jargon propaganda, it is not difficult to see that we
are ever-more rapidly moving towards digital enslavement.



Consider what Tucker Carlson has to say in a recent interview
that it is easy to “Take Down a Society That is Digital.”

Think about it.

If everything around us is run by digital signals that are
controlled by the “Globalist Cabal” (namely the FMIMPC) one or
a few switches can turn off our different networks:

water supply, electricity, gas, all kinds of energy,
food supply,
fuel deliveries,
traffic signals,
all transportation,
all communication,
the money in our accounts, and much more.

The impacts on people’s lives are beyond description. It does
not need a nuclear explosion to implement its depopulation
agenda, or the so-called “useless eaters” (a quote from WEF’s
Israeli Yuval Noah Harari), that could also endanger those who
control the switches. 

And We, the People, would be completely powerless. 

Listen to Tucker Carlson’s interview (start at 05:00).

Video

By  now,  it  should  be  clear  to  all  of  us  what  is  being
gradually and, in many ways, imperceptibly prepared for us,
We, the People, is “Pure Evil”.

It is, We, who are in the Matrix. The Elites that control the
few switches to run the End Game are outside the Matrix. They
will keep their supply lines open – of everything, hoping to
live in paradise where, We, the People, own nothing but are
happy. 



They  remote  control  the  Matrix.  We  self-proclaimed  “red-
pilled” people thought we were outside and could watch the
chaos being created inside.

It is the other way around.

People, do not be fooled. It is a confrontation between the
powerful elites, namely the Financial, Military, IT, Media,
Pharma Complex (FMIMPC) and the We the People, namely Humanity
acting Worldwide at the Grassroots of Society.

Peter Koenig is a geopolitical analyst and a former Senior Economist
at the World Bank and the World Health Organization (WHO), where he
worked for over 30 years around the world. He is the author
of Implosion – An Economic Thriller about War, Environmental
Destruction and Corporate Greed; and co-author of Cynthia McKinney’s
book “When China Sneezes: From the Coronavirus Lockdown to the
Global Politico-Economic Crisis” (Clarity Press – November 1,
2020). 

Peter is a Research Associate of the Centre for Research on
Globalization (CRG). He is also a non-resident Senior Fellow of the
Chongyang Institute of Renmin University, Beijing. 
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Free Reiner Fuellmich!
Free Reiner Fuellmich!
by Peter Koenig, Global Research
October 18, 2023

 

The  famous  lawyer,  Dr.  Reiner  Fuellmich,  founder  of  the
International Crime Investigative Committee (ICIC), formerly
the German Corona Commission, was deported last Thursday, 12
October,  from  Mexico  City  to  Germany,  to  be  arrested  for
alleged financial irregularities at arrival in Frankfurt, on
Friday,  13  October.  He  was  immediately  put  in  pre-trial
detention.

In Mexico, Reiner had to consult with the German embassy for
passport issues and, to his shocking surprise, was immediately
arrested and flown to Germany – accompanied by two guards, no
personal belongings, no clothing, not even a toothbrush. His
wife is not accused and was allowed to remain in Mexico.

From Frankfurt, Dr. Fuellmich will eventually be transferred
next  week  to  Göttingen,  where  he  will  be  kept  for  an
undetermined  period  in  pre-trial  detention  because  they
unjustly suspect him of attempting to escape.

His confinement was based on a 30-page arrest warrant written
already in September 2022.

He is falsely accused for financial fraud, precisely by those
people who themselves have questionable criminal records and
who  supposedly  worked  with  him  during  the  2+  years  Dr.
Fuellmich  was  running  the  German  Corona  Commission  from
Berlin.

Dr.  Reiner  Fuellmich  will  be  defended  by  two  excellent
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lawyers, Dr. Dagmar Schön and Dr. Katja Woermer. They filed
immediate counter-accusations against the predator-accusers.

Lawyer Dr. Dagmar Schön presented Reiner’s story on Sunday
evening, 16 October 2023, on BittelTV, where 33,000 spectators
and supporters listened to his case.

Reiner is well known and highly appreciated throughout the
world for his fine work, defending victims of government-
induced  COVID  crimes,  and  other  crimes  against  humanity,
perpetrated by governments and government institutions around
the world.

The attempt to censure and outright silence him has failed
bitterly – and the very German government, which disrespects
human rights, freedom of speech and is guilty of lying and
distributing false information on the media, has now found no
other way than arresting Reiner illegally.

They will not succeed. Justice will eventually prevail. A
higher justice, way above the manmade twisted laws – justice
that reigns over Mother Earth and the Universe – always rules.

This case will be followed closely and updated periodically.

 

Connect with Global Research

 

See Related:
Truth Comes to Light editor’s note:

This following message was sent on October 16 to our substack
mailing list subscribers and was posted at our telegram, minds
and brighteon social accounts.
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As many of you know, Reiner Fuellmich was arrested three
days ago in Mexico and was flown to Germany where he is now
in prison.

His friend (and now his defense attorney) Dagmar Schoen
made an announcement on Bittel.tv (in German). BittelTV
telegram channel: https://t.me/s/bitteltv

Elsa Schieder, PhD provided an English transcript of this
announcement at her The Truth Summit substack. She provides
additional  background  information,  including  the
involvement of Viviane Fischer (of Corona Investigative
Committee) in the charges made against Reiner Fuellmich.
She also shares information on ways to offer support for
Reiner Fuellmich.

Here is the transcript of the announcement made by Dagmar
Schoen:

Reiner and his wife lost their passports and visas
quite some time ago, needed to get them replaced. As
they have been staying in Mexico, this led to their
needing  to  go  to  the  German  embassy  in  Tijuana,
Mexico. The first time they went, on Monday, they
needed to come back. Dagmar was already uneasy, but
everything seemed all right.

A time was arranged, for Friday, for them to pick up
the documents. So the embassy knew exactly when they
would be arriving.

When they went back on Friday, Reiner’s wife got her
documents and was allowed to go. Reiner was arrested.
He had nothing with him, only the clothes he was
wearing. No toothbrush, even.

A warrant for his arrest had been issued in March. A
second  warrant  was  issued  in  May.  One  was  from
Germany and the other from the EU. Obviously he was

https://t.me/s/bitteltv
https://truthsummit.substack.com/p/update-on-reiner-fuellmichs-arrest


not informed.

As  Reiner  was  in  Mexico,  which  is  outside  the
jurisdiction of the EU, the warrants could not be
enforced.

So there needed to be a way to get him onto German
soil.

Reiner’s needing a new passport and visa gave those
who wanted him arrested the perfect opportunity.

When he entered the embassy on Friday, there were 6
men waiting to detain him, take him to the airport,
escort him to Germany.

The charges, as Dagmar found out when she had the
official papers opened, were 30 pages long – so this
was something carefully planned and executed.

They related to allegations of Viviane Fischer, a
former team member on the Corona Committee, about
financial wrongdoing.

Three people signed the charges against Reiner.

Perhaps the craziest aspect of the charges is that
the  money  Reiner  allegedly  took  is  in  the  bank
account (or anyway, was in the bank account) of one
of the 3 people.

As additional information becomes available, I will post
links at Telegram, Brighteon Social, Minds and Substack
Notes, as well as include them in our New Posts newsletter.

~ Kathleen

Courtesy of Elsa Schieder:

Address to Write to Reiner Fuellmich
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Programmable  Central  Bank
Digital  Currency  (CBDC)  and
the  WHO’s  All-Oppressive
Health  Tyranny  Are  Being
Prepared  to  Implement  the
Great Reset
Programmable Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) and
the  WHO’s  All-Oppressive  Health  Tyranny  Are  Being
Prepared to Implement the Great Reset
 

“It is high time that We, the People, around the world gain
consciousness and become aware of the dictatorial measures
waiting just a short stretch down road to be implemented.
Then, the bulk of The Great Reset / Agenda 2030 would have
been achieved. Once that happens, it will be difficult to
escape.”

 

Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC): The Weaponization of
Money?  WHO’s  Health  Tyranny:  Towards  a  Totalitarian  World
Government? No Way!
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by Peter Koenig, Global Research
March 30, 2023

 

Two kinds of absolute controls are being prepared to implement
The  Great  Reset,  alias  UN  Agenda  2030.  A  potentially
straitjacket and total control by programmable Central Bank
Digital Currency (CBDC), and an all-oppressive health tyranny
by WHO, overriding national Constitutional rights and national
sovereignty as far as health measures are concerned.

The former will be “managed”, coordinated and supervised for
faultless implementation, by the so-called Central Bank of
Central Banks, the Bank for International Settlement (BIS);
the latter by the 1948 Rockefeller-created, falsely called UN-
agency WHO. The emerging tyrant’s budget is to 80% pharma,
Gates  and  otherwise  privately  funded.  Both  are  criminal
organizations.

These are plans, not yet implemented. But the world better be
aware, so We, the People, may stop this terrifying assault on
humanity in its tracks.

CBDC  may  be  upon  us,  humanity,  rather  sooner  than
later. Programmable CBDC is a weapon of mass destruction. The
weapon has been in the planning for decades – and it fits
right into the Bigger Picture of the Great Reset / Agenda
2030.

Programmable – means the money can be programmed on how it is
to be spent by an individual, or blocked, or made to expire,
or made to be used for certain goods or services – or it can
be totally withheld, wiped out, depending on how well you
behave, according to the standards of the all-commandeering
death cult elite.

CBDC  is  a  master  control  element,  a  stranglehold  on  the
population.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/central-bank-digital-currency-cbdc-weapon-of-mass-destruction-and-whos-health-tyranny-towards-a-totalitarian-world-government-no-way/5814122
https://www.globalresearch.ca/central-bank-digital-currency-cbdc-weapon-of-mass-destruction-and-whos-health-tyranny-towards-a-totalitarian-world-government-no-way/5814122


Simultaneously, an all controlling health tyranny is being
prepared by WHO. The plan is that the new totalitarian rules –
Biden  Administration  initiated  revised  International  Health
Regulations (IHR), including a new Pandemic Treaty – are to be
ratified by the World Health Assembly, presumably by the end
of May 2023. If approved, by a two-thirds majority, the new
rules will become effective in 2024.

Health Tyranny and Control by WHO
The  elite  who  pretends  to  rule  over  humanity  acts  most
silently from the shadows. It includes the financial giants,
the  largest  funders  of  the  World  Economic  Forum  (WEF),
the  Davos  Boys.  The  financial  elite  calls  the  shots  on
integrated and willing Klaus Schwab, WEF’s CEO.

In turn, Mr. Schwab passes on instructions to the World Health
Organization (WHO), for example, to redesign and implement the
revision of the IHR which now also includes a Pandemic Treaty.

First, Bill Gates, also one of the key sponsors of WHO, puts a
shady Ethiopian politician, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, at the
helm of WHO. Tedros, a buddy of Bill Gates, is former DG of
the GAVI Vaxx-Alliance, also created and funded by the Gates
Foundation. – So much for WHO being a UN Agency.

If these new IHR / Pandemic Treaty are approved by the World
Health Assembly at the end of May 2023, the world (currently
194 WHO members) will be living under a “health tyranny”.

WHO would have overreaching powers over otherwise autonomous
countries, being able to overrule national Constitutions and
decide whether a disease must be treated as a pandemic, i.e.,
with massive vaccination.

For example, WHO could decide that henceforth the common flue
must  be  treated  as  a  pandemic.  Since  “covid”,  any
“vaccination” will be the gene-modifying mRNA type. The same
viral-technology  that  has,  with  covid  inoculations,  caused



already  tens  of  millions  of  deaths  around  the  world.  Of
course, not openly recognized, but over-mortality statistics,
especially in the western world, alias, Global North, speak
for themselves. They are congruent with the countries’ vaxx-
injection rates.

People have no clue that when they next take their kid for a
polio, or measles vaccination, their child will be injected
with a potentially deadly mRNA-type toxic solution, producing
immune-averse spike proteins. See this by Dr. Mike Yeadon,
former VP and Chief Science Officer of Pfizer.

Total Obedience
To assure utmost obedience of countries, Klaus Schwab has on
several  occasions  boasted  that  the  WEF  was  infiltrating
scholars of the WEF “Academy” for Young Global Leaders (YGL)
into governments around the world. They often are placed in
Prime Minister’s or President’s positions. To name just a few
of the more prominent ones – Justin Trudeau, Canada; Emmanuel
Macron,  France;  Mark  Rutte,  Netherlands;  former  German
Chancellor Angela Merkel; as well as Olaf Scholz, current
Chancellor of Germany.

Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) – Welcome to the
New Money Prison
The decision to introduce CBDC so-to-speak at warp speed was
made at a Jackson Hole, WY, meeting in August 2019 by the
Central Bankers of the G7 nations. They voted on a financial
coup which was “Going Direct Reset”.

This was planned way ahead for at least the last 20 years, and
now needed to be consolidated for the final stage of total and
absolute financial control – the end game of the coming world
tyranny. First applied by the Global North, where the impact
will be greatest. See brief 1 min. video by Katherine Austin
Fitts, it says it all.

https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/friday-roundtable/toxic-by-design-with-michael-yeadon-phd-1676056671675/


https://truthcomestolight.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/video
_2023-03-30_17-09-56.mp4

It  is  weaponizing  money  into  programmable  and
controllable CBDC – a Weapon of Mass Destruction.
The rest of the world will follow suit. That’s what they
think.  Destruction  of  the  industrialized  world  is  first.
Germany is supposed to lead deindustrialization of Europe,
prompted by artificially caused energy shortages. Then comes
the absolute control of the world’s natural resources – so
that reconstruction of the system, with a drastically reduced
world population, may progress rather fast.

The US / NATO Ukraine proxy-war against Russia is a forerunner
aiming  at  dominating  Russia  and  her  wealth  of  natural
resources.

Governments  and  banksters  are  the  people’s  biggest,  most
nefarious, but least recognized enemies. How much longer does
it take until a majority of people will wake up and stop this
crime on humanity?

According to Katherine Austin Fitts, the introduction of CBDC,
may put half a billion people out of work. That is just one
part  of  the  warfare.  It  is  intimately  connected  to  the
plandemic. People did not die of covid, most perished from
toxic vaxxes and from “covid” caused misery.

Dr. Michael Yeadon, former VP and Chief Scientist of Pfizer
repeatedly said in his interviews and special addresses, the
real, potentially massive dying, of the coerced vaxx-campaign
– will take place after three and up to about ten years from
the beginning of the vaxx-drive. Injections of mRNA material
into  people’s  bodies  began  in  December  2020.  We  are  now
entering  year  three.  And  hundreds  of  thousands,  if  not
millions,  around  the  world  have  already  died  due  to  the
“vaxxes”, NOT covid.

Today, truth-seeking scientists and medical doctors warn –

https://truthcomestolight.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/video_2023-03-30_17-09-56.mp4
https://truthcomestolight.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/video_2023-03-30_17-09-56.mp4


“don’t get vaxxed, it is dangerous for your health, the jabs
may kill you.” If not, they may maim you for life, or reduce
massively  women’s  and  men’s  fertility.  The  latter  shows
already up in statistics – in Europe from 20% to 40% reduced
fertility  in  2022.  Yet,  worldwide  vaxx-drives  go  on  –  a
bulldozer stopping from nothing.

How to weaponize money?
A threesome tyranny – a “trinity”, is at it.  The WEF and it’s
behind the scene giant financiers; the Governments, and the
banksters, through a network of national central banks, all
controlled by the Bank for International Settlement (BIS), in
Basel,  Switzerland.  The  “health  industry”  –  Big  Pharma,
health- and hospital facilities and insurances are following
the line with digitized health records and digitized health
services.

The 2019 G7 Jackson Hole decision on massive bank failures to
bring about CBDC, started in early March 2023 on a relatively
light note in the United States. The opening was the apparent
collapse  of  California’s  Silicon  Valley  Bank  (SVB),
California’s Silvergate Capital and NYC’s Signature Bank. None
of them really needed to go into bankruptcy. They were “bailed
out”  by  the  Biden  Administration,  put  in  control  of  the
“Regulator”, before rumors of failure could trigger a run on
the bank.

We know how “rumors” can be fabricated or enhanced and how
they may mobilize people.

On  the  other  side  of  the  Atlantic,  Credit  Suisse,  second
largest Swiss bank, had been plagued for the last two decades
by  scandals  and  “financial  irregularities”  one  after  the
other, including drug money laundering, and helping Russian
oligarch escape western sanctions by “disappearing “ documents
linking them to their luxury yachts which were supposed to be
confiscated.



Since earlier this year, the bank’s share value plummeted,
first by the week, then by the day. For a complete list of
financial scandals and more, see this.

Much of the loss of confidence was, again, based on rumors –
and rumors can be spread – true or false.

There was never a need to put CS into receivership. The bank,
according to many analysts, also FINMA (the Swiss banking
“regulator”)  was  solvent,  especially  after  CS  supposedly
received on Friday, 17 March, a 50 billion franc “bail-out”
loan from the Swiss Central Bank.

According  to  insiders  (CS  analysts)-  and  outsiders,  this
amount of cash would have been enough to restructure the bank,
including  quietly  getting  rid  of
undesirable  skeletons  –  regaining  trust  of  people  and
shareholders – and be functional again within less than a
year.

However, there may be another agenda for the sudden change in
direction, during the weekend, 18/19 March. Janet Yellen, US
Secretary  of  Treasury,  UK  and  German  senior  Ministry  of
Finance  officials  were  in  “consultation”  with  the  Swiss
Minister of Finance.

Outside pressure again cut into Swiss sovereignty politically
and in terms of Swiss reputed private banking services.

What happened then, is the complete opposite to what the 50
billion “bail-out” should have achieved. One may ask, was the
CHF 50 billion government “bail-out” just a disguise?

In  an  apparent  sudden  change  of  direction,  the  Swiss
Government,  without  any  consultation  of  shareholders  and
holders of some CHF 16 billion worth of bonds, forced UBS, the
largest Swiss bank, to take over its slightly smaller sister,
CS. Even stranger, this happened by applying a shady emergency
decree. CS was never in an emergency of insolvency.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/credit-suisse-takeover-black-box-untransparent-deal-implications-rest-west/5813254


CS shareholders had to accept a take-over price of CHF 3
billion, about CHF 0.76 / share, less than half its last
quoted share value. The bank’s infrastructure alone is worth a
multiple of the take-over price.

On Sunday, March 19, the Swiss regulator FINMA announced that
the so-called additional tier-one bonds (AT1) of about CHF 16
billion will be written to zero as part of the deal. Neither
the shareholders or the bondholders were warned.

This  precipitous  coerced  deal  has  not  gone  down  well  in
Europe. A famous law Professor at the Swiss Fribourg law-
specialized  university,  called  Switzerland  a  “Banana
Republic”.

The conservative Swiss newspaper NZZ reported on 19 March 2023
that a few months ago nobody would have believed the downfall
of CS was possible. In 2007, CS had a stock value of over CHF
100 billion. It was gradually reduced to CHF 7 billion, less
than a week before the decreed take-over. The paper concludes
that  Switzerland  got  rid  of  a  Zombie-bank,  but  acquired
instead a Monster-bank. After the merger, UBS will have about
5 trillion worth of managed assets. Compare this with about 10
trillion of BlackRock.

Instead of a 50 billion bailout credit – which would have been
paid back, the new deal costs Switzerland about 230 billion –
a 200 billion Central Bank line of credit, of which hundred
billion  are  fully  guaranteed  by  the  Swiss  Government
(taxpayers), plus a 9 billion guarantee (taxpayer) for UBS
losses, plus other guarantees in case of defaults.

As a sideline, the Swiss Central Bank, on 5 March declared one
of  the  biggest  losses  in  its  recent  history,  of  CHF132.5
billion. You add to this a potential loss position of another
some CHF 100 to 200 billion – that makes you think – what else
is planned to wipe out this debt?

The  major  CS  shareholders  may  launch  a  massive  law  suit



against the Swiss Government. Saudi National Bank (10%), Saudi
Olayan Group (5%), plus Qatar Holding (5%), hold together
about 20%. For these oil-producing countries legal fees may
not be an issue, but creating a precedent will be important.
BlackRock with about 4.1% CS shares stays for now on the
sidelines.

Looks and smells like all of this has been planned by a long
hand. Remember the G7 Central Bankers meeting at Jackson Hole,
Wy in 2019?

https://truthcomestolight.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/video
_2023-03-30_17-09-56.mp4
 

Financial Times and Forbes report that there are about 200
small-to medium size US banks “at the brink” of collapse. The
Credit Suisse collapse, one of the world’s 30 systemically
most important banks, also one of the “Too Big to Fail” banks,
rescued by the Swiss Government, may just set the beginning of
a  massive  domino  of  bank  failures  in  the  US  and  Europe.
See this.

BlackRock’s  Vice  Chairman,  responsible  for  Investments,
Philipp  Hildebrand,  is  the  former  President  of  the  Swiss
National  Bank  (forced  out  in  2016,  because  of  a  personal
scandal), then joined BlackRock. He knows how the wheels turn
in Switzerland.

The Biden Administration’s rule of order, ignores the 2010
Dodd-Frank Act that eliminates government bail-outs and opened
the  door  for  bail-ins,  allowing  banks  to  confiscating
creditors’  money  and  converting  it  into  equity.  If  this
government  bail-out  policy  continues,  a  never-seen  before
government debt will accrue. The same may apply in Europe,
amassing potentially hundreds of trillions of national debts,
on both sides of the Atlantic.

https://truthcomestolight.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/video_2023-03-30_17-09-56.mp4
https://truthcomestolight.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/video_2023-03-30_17-09-56.mp4
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This would be the ideal moment to introduce at once in the
western world – US, UK, Canada, Europe, but also Japan and
Australia – programmable Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC).

These countries’ combined 2022 GDP amounts to about US$ 50
trillion equivalent, almost half of the 2022 world GDP (US$
103.86 trillion). See this (World Bank data).

*

Within the shortest period of time, the western US-dollar-
based economy’s debt could be wiped out with one stroke – with
a new kind of money, the CBDC. With another stroke, the entire
ignorant western population could be doubly straitjacketed –
by WHO’s Health Tyranny, as well as by programmable CBDC.

It is high time that We, the People, around the world gain
consciousness and become aware of the dictatorial measures
waiting just a short stretch down road to be implemented.
Then, the bulk of The Great Reset / Agenda 2030 would have
been achieved. Once that happens, it will be difficult to
escape.

It is time that We the People, request our governments to exit
WHO – in Switzerland a referendum to this effect has already
been initiated – and that we are prepared for setting up
parallel governments with local money, totally delinked from
existing banking and central banks.
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